Abstract

There are several information filtering and retrieval models like vector space model and fuzzy set model that able to find similarity between queries and terms within a collection but those models ignore the similarity between terms it self, this Lead to appear new algorithms that take terms dependency in account, one of those algorithms is “Transformation of topic-maps into similarities of topics – eTVSM” [4] which suggested that, the values of the vector entries depend on position of the topics within the ontology and it uses a binary value for vector entries (0 or 1).
However, the eTVSM algorithm. Have many shortcomings, such as ignoring a lot of relations between topics, during computing topic-vector , and it assign binary values for topic-vectors , and to compute topic-vector it require from you to find all direct sub-topics-vectors of the node and this mean more calculations. This paper attempt to improve the eTVSM algorithm by gives more precise values for the vector entries and decrease calculations.
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**Introduction**

A retrieval model specifies the representations used for documents and information needs (Query), and how they are compared [Turtle,

There are several models assume terms independent (orthogonal), like vector space model (VSM)[5] , Binary Independence Retrieval[6] and this may increase the performance and allows no regarding the computation of term angle but this assumption doesn’t reflect the real situation, Because any natural language contain a lot of synonyms and words related strongly to each other.

The Semantic Web relies heavily on formal ontologies to structure data for comprehensive and transportable machine understanding. Thus, the production of ontologies factors largely in the Semantic Web’s success[1] .

This led to appear new models that consider that terms not always independent and it may related to each other. Those models for examples generalize vector space model (GVSM) [7] ,and topic based vector space model(TVSM) [4] and some models use statistical co-occurrence for a pairs of term within a set of document and other models use numerical value which assigned to each pair of terms but How those values can be derived ?.

To solve this problem several algorithms and models are proposed that take ontology of terms in account like” ontology-based retrieval information system “[3] and eTVSM.
eTVSM assume that the entries for each vector depend on the position of topic within the ontology and it give 1’s for the all super topics for the current topic and ignore the other topic (give it 0’s) . But all topics in the real world relate to each other by different degrees and each of them should assign different weights.

This paper will propose new algorithm to calculate similarity for any acyclic tree and it will give more precise values for the vectors entries and it will decrease from the previous problem.

**LTTMST Algorithm:**

Figure 1 explain topics map which contains set of topics all of them talk about the same subject and those topics are distributed on levels and this distribution depend on relations between those topics so topics in level two more related to topics in level one than level tree.

![Figure 1: topic map tree](image)

**Definitions:**

1. Let $N$ is the number of Topics in the topic-map

2. we define $T = \{t_1, t_2, t_3, \ldots, t_N\}$, Since $T$ represent set of all possible topics in the topic-map.

So, for the previous Topic-map $T= \{t_1, t_2, t_3, t_4, t_5, t_6, t_7\}$
3. For each \( t_i \in T \):
   - We define set \( T_r(t_i) \), which contains all super and subordinator topics for topic \( t_i \) and topic \( t_i \) is included.
     For example: \( T_r(t_2) = \{t_1, t_2, t_4, t_5\} \)
     \( T_r(t_1) = \{t_1, t_2, t_3, t_4, t_5, t_6, t_7\} \)
   - The super and sub topic relation allows us to construct more complex relations, and it used to obtain all super and sub topics of the target topic.
   - We define set \( T_n(t_i) = T \setminus T_r(t_i) \), for example: \( T_n(t_2) = \{t_3, t_6, t_7\} \)
     \( T_n(t_1) = \{\} \)
   - We find \( D_i = \{L(i,1), L(i,2), L(i,3), \ldots, L(i,n)\} \)
   - Distance between topics is a positive number and it measures the degree of similarity between topics, so the distance between topic and itself is zero and when it increases, the similarity between these topics will decrease.

For each topic \( T_i \) a topic vector \( T_i = \{t_1, t_2, t_3, t_4, t_5, t_6, t_7\} \) the values within a vector depend on the position of the \( T_i \) in the topic-map

\[
T_{i,d} = \begin{cases} 
T_n(t_i) & , 0 \\
\frac{(N - L(i,d))}{N} & \text{For other topic}
\end{cases}
\]

From the previous figure 1 we get the following values for each topic vector

To find entries for \( T_1 \), you must compute:
   - \( T_r(t_1) \), which contains all super and subordinator topics for topic \( T_1 \)
   - So \( T_r(t_1) \) will include \( \{t_1, t_2, t_3, t_4, t_5, t_6, t_7\} \)
Level-based transformation of topic-maps

- $T_n(t_1)$, which contains topics that not super or subordinator topics for topic $T_1$
  
  So $T_n(t_1)$ will include nothing (empty set)

Then we find the distance between $T_1$ and the elements in $T_r(t_1)$ set:

$T_r(t_1) = \{0, 1, 2, 2, 2\}$, since

0 represents distance between $t_1$ and $t_1$.
1 represents distance between $t_1$ and $t_2$ and so.

Then you can find entries for vector by the previous relation $(T_i,d)$
Since levels number is (3)

\[
T_1 = \left(\frac{3-0}{3}, \frac{3-1}{3}, \frac{3-1}{3}, \frac{3-2}{3}, \frac{3-2}{3}, \frac{3-2}{3}, \frac{3-2}{3}\right)
\]

\[
T_1 = \left(1, \frac{2}{3}, \frac{2}{3}, \frac{1}{3}, \frac{1}{3}, \frac{1}{3}\right)
\]

Then we divide each element in $T_1$ by squawroot for the sum of squares for all elements in $T_1$ \( \sqrt{\sum (12 + 2/3 2+\ldots+1/3 2)} = 1.5275 \)

\[
=(0.6547, 0.4364, 0.4364, 0.2182, 0.2182, 0.2182, 0.2182)
\]

Then we find vector length for $T_1$ by squawroot for the sum of squares for all elements
\( \sum(0.6547^2 + 0.4364^2+\ldots+0.2182^2) = 0.9999 \)

\[|T_1| = 1\]

Figure 2: similarity matrix of the sample map

$T_2 = \left(\frac{4}{3}, 1, 0, \frac{2}{3}, 2/3, 0, 0\right)$

$T_2 = (0.6963, 0.5222, 0, 0.3482, 0.3482, 0, 0)$.

\[|T_2| = 1\]

$T_3 = \left(\frac{4}{3}, 0, 1, 0, \frac{2}{3}, 2/3\right)$

$T_3 = (0.6963, 0, 0.5222, 0, 0, 0.3482, 0.3482)$.

\[|T_3| = 1\]

$T_4 = \left(\frac{5}{3}, 4/3, 1, 0, 0, 0\right)$

$T_4 = (0.6963, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0.3482, 0.3482)$.
Finally we find similarity between each pair of topics by product of corresponding topic vectors. Because it equal to the cosine of the angle $\beta$ between topic vectors.

\[
sim(\tau_i, \tau_j) = \tau_i \cdot \tau_j = \sum_{k=1}^{t} \tau_{i,k} \tau_{j,k} = \cos \beta_{ij}
\]
Figure 2: represent the similarity among topics in the previous tree since similarity between any two topics is the intersection between column (first topic) and row (second topic) for example similarity between t1 and t5 is (0.5832) And it equal the similarity between t5 and t1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>t1</th>
<th>t2</th>
<th>t3</th>
<th>t4</th>
<th>t5</th>
<th>t6</th>
<th>t7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>t1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.7619</td>
<td>0.7619</td>
<td>0.5832</td>
<td>0.5832</td>
<td>0.5832</td>
<td>0.5832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t2</td>
<td>0.7619</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1905</td>
<td>0.8165</td>
<td>0.8165</td>
<td>0.1166</td>
<td>0.1166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t3</td>
<td>0.7619</td>
<td>0.1905</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1166</td>
<td>0.1166</td>
<td>0.8165</td>
<td>0.8165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t4</td>
<td>0.5832</td>
<td>0.8165</td>
<td>0.1166</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.3571</td>
<td>0.0714</td>
<td>0.0714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t5</td>
<td>0.5832</td>
<td>0.8165</td>
<td>0.1166</td>
<td>0.3571</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0714</td>
<td>0.0714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t6</td>
<td>0.5832</td>
<td>0.1166</td>
<td>0.8165</td>
<td>0.0714</td>
<td>0.0714</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.3571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t7</td>
<td>0.5832</td>
<td>0.1166</td>
<td>0.8165</td>
<td>0.0714</td>
<td>0.0714</td>
<td>0.3571</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Similarity between any topic and the addition of all its direct subtopics is one (similarity = 1). Example: similarity between topic 2 and [topic4+topic5] (sim(t4+t5, t2))

\[ t_4 + t_5 = |10/3, 8/3, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0| \]
\[ = (0.7413, 0.593, 0.0, 0.2224, 0.2224, 0, 0) \]

| t_4 + t_5 | = 1 |
\[ \text{sim (t}_4 + t_5, t_2) = 1 \]

- Similarity between super topic and any direct sub topic is equivalent for all sub topics:
Example: similarity between topic 1 and topic 2 is equivalent to similarity between topic 1 and topic 3

**Comparison with other topic-based similarity algorithm:**

The comparison between different Information Retrieval models is a difficult issue because it depends on performance and evaluation of these models. Evaluation of any Information Retrieval model is a highly heuristic task, primarily because of human activities involved in the process.

In eTVSM algorithm, to find a vector for any topic you must find all vectors for the subtopics and after that you can calculate the vector for this topic but in the LTLMST algorithm you can directly find the topic-vector for any topic regardless its location in the tree.

In LTLMST it is easy to expand topics tree and it will require from you less calculation to rebuilding topics-vectors.

In LTLMST and eTVSM algorithms similarity decrease sequentially from top to bottom where distance between these topics is increase and each of them give more weight for sub tree to which topic is belong.

In LTLMST and eTVSM algorithms similarity between any topic and its direct subtopics is equivalent for all sub topics. In the eTVSM algorithm the vectors of the topic-leaves are building firstly and other vectors depend on these vectors so, to find vector for topic that situate at level one you must calculate vectors for all its sub vectors and that require cumulative calculations where as in LTLMST algorithm you can find vector entries for topic one for example without compute its sub vectors. Figure 3 demonstrates the differences in both algorithms performance. It can be concluded from the figure the decrease in execution time for finding the similarity matrix when applying LTLMST for topics over 500.
Conclusion:
This paper proposes a new algorithm to transform topic-maps into Similarities of Topics this approach has the following advantages:

- You can compute the vector entries for any topic without need to find its subtopics vector entries previously.
- It works with different types of trees.
- Doesn’t need sophisticated computation and it is easy to implement.

It is preferable to implement with collections that contains synonyms and many words related to particular subject.
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